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1 Introduction

The increasing importance of high-dimensional problems and scattered data
processing motivates us to investigate the properties of kernel matrices related
to radial basis functions (RBFs) which have been shown as one attractive ap-
proach for scattered data approximation [41]. RBFs can guarantee invertible
linear systems [19], have good approximating quality, and are easy to deal
with high dimensional problems. These attractive properties make RBFs one
of the foundations of many multivariate approximation based methods such as
surface reconstruction, mess-free methods, machine learning, global optimiza-
tion, surface computing [43]. However, research has found that linear systems
related to radial basis functions can be highly ill-conditioned. Many publica-
tions have been contributed to the conditioning issue, to name a few, [1,3,23,
21,20,22,33,34]. Our recent research shows that several important computing
issues are closely related to the conditioning issue [44,45], and these existence
results, most of which mainly focused on estimating the smallest (in magni-
tude) eigenvalue and the condition number, can not explain computing details
very well. Further investigation on the conditioning issue is necessary. On the
other hand, research has shown that a priori information on the spectral dis-
tribution of a linear system is useful and sometime essential to design a simple
and efficient preconditioner. For example, based on the spectral distribution of
Galerkin mass matrices, a simple and efficient diagonal scaling preconditioner
has been developed for finite element method (FEM) [40]. Illuminated by such
a simple fact, we investigate the spectral distribution of kernel matrices re-
lated to RBFs. In particular, the spectral distribution of Gaussian radial basis
function interpolation matrices is presented. This result is useful for the RBF-
QR method which aims to compute ill-conditioned linear systems related to
Gaussian RBFs [10].

The results are obtained after connecting the approximation scheme with
radial basis functions to integral equation of the first kind [45]. A brief intro-
duction on the connection in section 2 will be described, and then we use the
Weyl-Courant minimax principle and Fourier series approximations to investi-
gate the eigenvalues of kernel matrices of radial basis functions with different
smoothness. Finally we discuss the results with other results in existence, the
connection with RBF-QR method and other possible applications.

2 Preliminary

Consider the following integral equation of the first kind

∫

Ω

K(x,y)α(y)dy = f(x) (1)
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where x,y ∈ R
d. We call K(x,y) a kernel function in R

d. If a simple quadra-
ture rule is applied to sample α(y), then we get a discrete equation

N
∑

j=1

K(x,yj)wjα(yj) = f(x). (2)

Further collocating at x1,x2, . . . ,xN gives

N
∑

j=1

K(xi,yj)wjα(yj) = fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3)

where fi = f(xi). Let K(x,y) = φ(‖x−y‖), then we can write these equations
as the linear system











φ(‖x1 − y1‖) φ(‖x1 − y2‖) · · · φ(‖x1 − yN‖)
φ(‖x2 − y1‖) φ(‖x2 − y2‖) · · · φ(‖x2 − yN‖)

...
...

. . .
...

φ(‖xM − y1‖) φ(‖xM − y2‖) · · · φ(‖xM − yN‖)





















α1

α2

...

αN











=











f1
f2
...

fM











, (4)

where αj = wjα(yj), j = 1, 2, . . . , N . We denote that matrix in (4) by Aφ,X ,
where X denotes the set {x1,x2, . . . ,xN}. When xi = yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N the linear
system (4) is the same as that obtained for interpolation matrices with the
radial basis function φ at the points x1,x2, . . . ,xN . In this paper we call the
matrix in (4) a kernel matrix.

We investigate the spectral distribution of kernel matrices related to radial
basis function by studying the infinite dimensional linear operator

K Ψ(x) =

∫

Ω

K(x,y)Ψ(y)dy, (5)

where K(x,y) = φ(‖x− y‖) for a radial function φ. We call K(x,y) a kernel
function. The linear integral operator (5) is a homogenous Fredholm integral
equation which has been well-studied for many years and there are many
insightful results in the literature. Here a self-contain result and simpler proof
are supplied .

To investigate the spectral distribution of the operator K in (5), we intro-
duce the following well known Weyl-Courant minimax principle.

Lemma 1 (The Weyl-Courant minimax principle) Let K be a compact

symmetric operator on a Hilbert space H with eigenvalues

|λ0| ≥ |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ · · · ≥ |λn| ≥ · · · ,

and S be any operator of rank ≤ n, then ‖K − S‖ ≥ |λn|.
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The basic idea to estimate the magnitude of eigenvalue |λn| is to approxi-
mate the operator K which is infinite dimensional by a finite combination of
orthogonal functions, say, S , and then estimate ‖K − S‖, where ‖ · ‖ denotes
the L2 norm.

Little and Reade prove that the eigenvalues of kernel matrices related to an-
alytic functions decay exponentially [18] (Theorem 6 in this paper). The result
is proven by approximating a kernel function f(z) via Chebyshev truncations,
say, Sn(z) =

1
2a0 +

∑n
ℓ=1 aℓTℓ(z), where Tℓ is the ℓth Chebyshev polynomial

and aℓ is the corresponding Chebyshev coefficient. Besides Lemma 1, another
key point in their proof is Bernstein’s result (1912) [4] on analytic functions
on the so-called Bernstein’s ellipse Eρ with foci at ±1, where ρ ≥ 1 is the sum
of semi-axes of Eρ [39, p.49].

Lemma 2 (Bernstein-Trefethen) Let a function f analytic in [−1, 1] be
analytically continuable to the ellipse Eρ, and |f(z)| ≤ M for z ∈ Eρ, then its

Chebyshev coefficients, an, satisfy

|an| ≤ 2Mρ−n. (6)

Its Chebyshev truncations satisfy

‖f − Sn‖ ≤
2Mρ−n

ρ− 1
. (7)

As far as we know, formula (6) is due to Bernstein, and formula (7) is due to
Trefethen [39, thm. 8.2].

For finitely differentiable functions, the following results are useful.

Lemma 3 (Trefethen) For any integer ν ≥ 0, let u, u′, . . . , u(ν−1) be abso-

lutely continuous on [−1, 1] with u(ν) of bounded variation V , then for any

n ≥ ν + 1, the Chebyshev coefficients of u satisfies

|an| ≤
2V

π(n− ν)ν+1
. (8)

Its Chebyshev truncations un satisfy

‖u− Sn‖ ≤
2V

π(n− ν)ν
. (9)

For details of the proof of Lemma 3, one can refer to [38, p.75] or Trefethen’s
recent book [39, thm. 7.1].

Besides using Chebyshev truncations to approximate an operator, we fo-
cus on using truncated Fourier series to approximate an operator. Such an
approximation is valid for a kernel function which is only square integrable,
not necessarily analytic, and easily generalizes to higher dimensional space.
To achieve our results, the following lemma on the asymptotic behaviour of
Fourier transforms of differentiable functions is useful.

Lemma 4 (Fourier coefficient of differentiable functions [37, p30])
Let u be a square integral function on R with Fourier transform û.
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1. If u ∈ L2(R) and u ∈ Cν , for some ν > 0 and the νth derivative of u is of

bounded variation, then û(n) = O(|n|−ν−1) as |n| → ∞.

2. If L2(R) and u ∈ C∞, then û(n) = O(|n|−ν) as |n| → ∞ for every ν ≥ 0.

3 Main results

The eigenvalue problem of an linear integral operator is an classical problem
and has been treated very considerably the work of Fredholm in 1903 [13].
See [8, Chapt.6-8], [15,16,18] . Here we only focus on those results which are
mostly relevant and provide new brief results and simpler proof.

Theorem 1 (Weyl[42]) If the kernel function K(x, y) = K(y, x) and ∂Kν(x,y)
∂νx

exists and is continuous, then the magnitude of its eigenvalues decays approx-

imately at the order |λn| = O(n−ν−1/2).

If the kernel function is positive definite, i.e.
∫

Ω
K(x, y)α(y)α(x) dxdy > 0 for

any non-zero function α(x) holds, sharper results hold [7,14,30].

Theorem 2 (Reade-Ha) If a kernel function K(x, y) is positive definite,

2π-periodic and ν times continuously differentiable, then

1. λn = O(n−ν−1);
2. for even ν, the shaper result

∑∞
n=1 n

νλn < ∞ holds.

Remark 1 As far as we know, the above theorem was first proved for ν = 1
in [26] and then for the general case [27]. The second part of the theorem was
initially believed to be true for all ν [14], but Reade [30] constructs a counter
example showing that the second part doesn’t hold for odd p. The eigenvalues
of positive kernels have also been considered with additional constraints.

It has been noted that both Weyl’s result and Theorem 2.1 are sharp for
ν = 2 under the assumption in the corresponding theorem respectively [29].
However, it is noted that the positiveness of the kernel function in the first part
of Theorem 2 is in fact not necessary for kernels K(x, y) = k(x− y) according
to Hille and Tamarkin. (See Appendix hints for proof of their result).

Theorem 3 (Hille-Tamarkin[15, p.10]) If K(x, y) = k(x− y) and k(x) ∈

L2[−π, π] is a periodic kernel, then λn = 2πk̂n, where k̂n = 1
2π

∫ π

−π
k(x)einx dx

is the Fourier coefficient of the kernel function.

Hille and Tamarkin’s result demonstrates the close relationship between the
Fourier coefficients of a kernel function and the eigenvalues of its corresponding
integral operator. Applying Lemma 4, and Theorem 3, it is easy to show the
following results.

Theorem 4 Let K(x, y) = k(x − y), k(x) be periodic and square integrable

on [−1, 1]. Further let |λn| be the nth largest eigenvalue in magnitude of its

corresponding integral operator;
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1. if k(x) ∈ Cν , for some natural number ν > 0 and its ν-th derivative is of

bounded variation, then |λn| = O(n−ν−1) as n → ∞
2. if k(x) ∈ C∞, then |λn| = O(nν) as n → 0 for any ν > 0.

Proof Apply Lemma 4 and Theorem 3.

Now, we consider methods for more general cases.

3.1 First Method: Truncated Fourier Series Approximation

Let k(x) be a square integral function in R, and denote its Fourier transform

as k̂(ξ), then for an even function k(x) and a non-negative integer n, we have

k̂n = k̂−n, where k̂n = k̂(n). Any even square integrable function k can be
written as the following (discrete) Fourier series

k(x) =
1

2π

∞
∑

ℓ=−∞

eiℓxk̂ℓ =
k̂0

2π
+

1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=1

k̂ℓ cos(ℓx). (10)

Denote Fn(x) =
k̂0

2π + 1
π

∑n
ℓ=1 k̂ℓ cos(ℓx), then we have

|k(x)− Fn(x)| =
1

π

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

k̂ℓ cos(ℓx)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

|k̂ℓ|. (11)

Applying the Fourier transform and inverse transform on a translation of func-
tion k(x), say, k(x− y), we have

k(x− y) =
1

2π

∞
∑

−∞

eiℓxaℓ(y) =
1

2π

∞
∑

−∞

eiℓxe−2πiℓyk̂ℓ, (12)

where
|aℓ(y)| = |e−2πiℓyk̂ℓ| ≤ |k̂ℓ|. (13)

Therefore, we have

|k(x− y)− Fn(x− y)| =
1

2π

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

|ℓ|≥n+1

eiℓxaℓ(y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

|k̂ℓ|. (14)

Thus for a compact linear operator

K φ(x) =

∫ 1

−1

k(x− y)φ(y)dy, (15)

by Lemma 1, the (n+ 2)th eigenvalue of K satisfies

|λn+1| ≤
1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

|k̂ℓ|. (16)
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To estimate (16), we write its corresponding continuous version

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

|k̂| ≤

∫ ∞

n+1

k̂(ξ)dξ. (17)

Theorem 5 Let φ be a radial basis function in L2(R), then

1. If φ ∈ Cν , for some ν > 0 with the νth derivative of bounded variation,

then its eigenvalue decay at least in the order O(n
−ν

πν ).
2. If φ ∈ C∞, then the eigenvalues of corresponding linear systems decay like

O(n−ν) as n → ∞ for every ν > 0.

Proof If f satisfies Lemma 4-1, then by (16), we have

|λn+1| ≤
1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

ℓ−ν−1 ≤
1

π

∫ ∞

n+1

ξ−ν−1dξ =
(n+ 1)−ν

πν
.

The second part follows similarly.

With little additional computation, we can obtain the following results for
scaled radial basis functions.

Corollary 1 Let φǫ(x) = φ(ǫx), ǫ > 0 be a scaled radial basis function in

L2(R), then

1. If φ ∈ Cν , for some ν > 0 and with the νth derivative of bounded variation,

then the eigenvalues of the corresponding linear systems (4) decay at least

in the order O(( ǫ
n )

ν).
2. If φ ∈ C∞, then the eigenvalues of corresponding linear systems decay like

O(( ǫ
n )

ν) as n → ∞ for every ν > 0.

Proof Note that f̂ǫ(ξ) =
1
|ǫ| f̂(

ξ
ǫ ), then we have

|λn+1| ≤
1

π

∞
∑

ℓ=n+1

f̂ǫℓ ≤
1

π

∫ ∞

n+1

1

|ǫ|
(
ξ

ǫ
)−ν−1dξ =

ǫν

πν(n+ 1)ν
.

which finishes the proof.

Theorem 5-2 and corollary 1-2 demonstrate that eigenvalues for an in-
finitely smooth kernel function decay faster than any polynomial order. The
following method brings sharper results.
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3.2 Second Method: Truncated Chebyshev Series Approximation

Using truncated Chebshev series approximations to an analytic function has
been studied in [18]. As mentioned, two key points in their poof are the Weyl-
Courant minimax principle and Bernsten’s results (6); similar but slightly
different formula to (7) is need. The Chebyshev expansion of a kernel function
is

K(x, y) =
1

2
a0(y) +

∞
∑

ℓ=1

aℓ(y)Tℓ(x) (18)

Thus the estimation of aℓ(y) (as in (13)) is needed. For details see [18].

Theorem 6 (Little-Reade [18]) If K(x, y) = K(y, x) ∈ C[−1, 1]2, and

for each t ∈ [−1, 1] there is an analytic continuation to K(z, y) for z in-

side the ellipse Eρ, which is uniformly bounded in z, y in this range, then the

eigenvalues corresponding to the kernel function K(x, y) decay in the order

|λn+1| = O(ρ−n).

Now consider the scaled kernel function K(ǫx, ǫy) in the unit square,

K f(ǫx) =

∫

|ǫt|≤1

K(ǫx, ǫt)f(ǫt)d(ǫt). (19)

Then the operator (19) is equivalent to the following

K f(X) =

∫ 1/ǫ

−1/ǫ

K(X,T )f(T )d(T ). (20)

Suppose Eρǫ
denotes the ellipse with foci at ± 1

ǫ and semi-axis sum ρǫ, then
ρǫ =

ρ
ǫ . If ǫ < 1 and the kernel function K(x, y) is analytic in Eρǫ

, we have the
shaper result.

Theorem 7 The scaled eigenvalues of the scaled kernel K(ǫx, ǫy), ǫ < 1,
decay in the order |λn+1| = O(ρ−n

ǫ ) = O(ǫnρ−n).

When ǫ ≥ 1, the factor ǫn does not work, because the ellipse Eρǫ
⊂ Eρ and

this can not give a tighter estimation on ak in (6). We find that as ǫ → 0
corresponding to the basis functions tending to flatness, the smallest eigen-
value of the kernel matrix will become smaller. This results is consistent with
Corollary 1.

Similarly, Lemma 3 can be used to obtain a little shaper results than The-
orem 5. The proof involves additional complex analysis results, what we omit
results here.

The first methods using Fourier series approximation can be easily ex-
tended to higher dimensional space, while the second approach is difficult to
carry on to high dimensional space.
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1 R−1 R−2 R−3 R−4 R−5 . . .

1 1 R−1 R−2 R−3 R−4 R−5 . . .

R−1 R−1 R−2 R−3 R−4 R−5 R−6 . .
.

R−2 R−2 R−3 R−4 R−5 R−6 . .
.

. .
.

R−3 R−3 R−4 R−5 R−6 . .
.

. .
.

. .
.

R−4 R−4 R−5 R−6 . .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

R−5 R−5 R−6 . .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

.

.

. . .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

Table 1 The order of eigenvalues of tensor product Kernel in R2

3.3 Separable Kernels in R
d

In this section, we focus on a special case of interest: separable kernels in R
d.

A separable kernel can be expressed as the product of multiple kernels, say

K(x,y) = K1(x1, x2)K2(x2, y2) · · ·Kd(xd, yd),x,y ∈ R
d, xi, yi ∈ R.

Such kernel, though rare, exists. The famous example is the Gaussian radial
basis functions exp(−‖x − y‖2). Besides using multivariate Fourier approxi-
mation, we can use a simpler alternative for this special case.

Suppose, K(x,y) = K1(x1, y1)K2(x2, y2). One can show that if λ is an
eigenvalue of K1(x1, y1) and µ is an eigenvalue of K2(x2, y2), then λµ is
an eigenvalues of K(x,y). Further details on eigenvalues of product kernels
can be find in [36]. Suppose the eigenvalues of Ki(xi, yi) are in the order
O(1),O(R−1),O(R−2), . . . , for some R > 1, then the eigenvalues of K(x,y)
are expected in the following order: 1 in order O(1), 2 in order O(R−1), 3 in
order O(R−2) and

(

m+1
1

)

in order O(R−m). See Table 1 for illustration.

Similarly we can show that the number of eigenvalues of an kernel matrix
corresponding to a separable analytic kernel in R

d is the same as the number
of terms in the expansions of

(x1 + x2 + . . .+ xd)
m (21)

It can be shown there are exactly
(

m+d−1
d−1

)

terms in the expansions of (21).

Theorem 8 For a separable analytic kernel function in R
d, if the mth eigen-

value of each separable kernel are in the order O(R−(m−1)), then there are ex-

actly
(

k+d−1
d−1

)

= (k+d−1)!
k!(d−1)! eigenvalues of the kernel K in same order O(R−(m−1)).

Corollary 2 For Gaussian radial basis functions in R
d, there are exactly

(

k+d−1
d−1

)

= (k+d−1)!
k!(d−1)! eigenvalue in order of O(R−(m−1)) for some R > 1.
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3.4 Infinite Smooth Kernels in R
d With Flat Limit

Let φε(‖x‖) = φ(‖εx‖); when ε → 0, we say the kernel function tends to
flatness. The infinite smooth kernels with flatness limit drew attention in recent
years [10][11][12]. Corollary 1 and Theorem 8 shows how fast the eigenvalues
decay and how many eigenvalues in the same order.

Another technique due to Schaback [35, Theorem 6, p.307] can also be used
to investigate the spectral distribution of high dimensional kernels with flatness
limit:the kernel function doesn’t necessary have to be separable. The basic idea
is to construct a sequence of nested subspaces, and investigate quadratic forms
corresponding to the interpolation matrix (4). However, the author focused on
the so-called geometric property of the interpolation points and didn’t give
explicit results on the distribution of eigenvalues. Here we use the techniques
together with other linear algebra results to show the spectral distribution of
scaled infinitely smooth radial functions. To achieve the results, we need the
following notation and lemma.

Let {p1, p2, . . . , pQ} be a basis set for πk−1(R
d), the multivariate polyno-

mial space of degree at most k − 1, and denote the matrix P k with entries
(pj (xi))1≤i≤N,1≤j≤Q, then for any given data set X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} ⊂

Ω ⊂ R
d , we have ker(P T

k+1) ⊆ ker(P T
k ) for k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Further denote

ker(P T
0 ) = R

N , then for any finite set X , there is a positive integer µ(X ) such
that

∅ = ker(P T
µ(X )) ⊆ · · · ⊆ ker(P T

k+1) ⊆ ker(P T
k ) ⊆ · · · ⊆ ker(P T

1 ) ⊂ ker(P T
0 ).
(22)

µ(X ) can be viewed as a geometric property of the data set X , see [35] for
details.

Let ∆ = (‖xi − xj‖)1≤i,j≤N be an Eucidean distance matrix and ∆
k =

(‖xi − xj‖
k)1≤i,j≤N , then there is a well known result due to Micchelli

Lemma 5 (Micchelli [19]) If
∑n

i=1 αip(xi) = 0 for all p ∈ πk−1(R
d) , then

the following quadratic form satisfies (−1)kαT
∆

2kα ≥ 0, where equality holds

if and only if
∑n

i=1 αip(xi) = 0, for all p ∈ πk(R
d).

For convenience, we denote the interpolation matrix (4) corresponding to
the scaled radial basis function φ(εr) = g(ε2r2) as Aφε,X = φ(ε∆) = g(ε2∆2).
The function g is taken to be infinitely smooth and has a Taylor expansion at
the origin.

Theorem 9 Let Aφε,X be an interpolation matrix corresponding to an in-

finitely smooth radial basis function φε(r) = φ(εr) = g((εr)2). If g has an

convergent Taylor expansion near the origin in the real line, then, when ε → 0,

there are exactly dim
(

ker(P T
k )

)

− dim
(

ker(P T
k+1)

)

eigenvalues behaving like

ε2k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ µ(X ) − 1, where P
T
k and µ(X ) are defined in (22). Fur-

thermore, if each P k is full rank, then there are exactly
(

k+d−1
d−1

)

= (k+d−1)!
k!(d−1)!

eigenvalues behaving like ε2k.
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Proof Since the function g has a convergent Taylor expansion near the the
origin, then we can write the entries of the interpolation matrix as a sum of
the element powers of the distance matrix ∆,

Aφε,X = g((ε∆)2) =

∞
∑

ℓ=0

g(ℓ)(0)

ℓ!
(ε∆)2ℓ. (23)

Let m = µ(X )− 1, α ∈ ker(P T
m), then by Lemma 5 α

T
∆

2ℓ
α = 0, for ℓ ≤ m.

Therefore we have the following quadratic form

α
T
Aφε,Xα = ε2m

f (m)(0)

m!
α

T
∆

2m
α+

∞
∑

ℓ=µ(X)

ε2ℓ
f (ℓ)(0)

ℓ!
α

T
∆

2ℓ
α (24)

decays like ε2m as ε → 0. According the Courant-Fischer’s minimum-maximum
principle [17, p.179], Aφε,X has at least dim(ker(P T

m)) eigenvalues which decay
at least as fast as ε2m.

Further denote the space Mk ⊆ ker(P T
k ) and Mk ⊥ ker(P T

k+1), then

dim(Mk) = dim(ker(P T
k ))− dim(ker(P T

k+1)).

Applying the same argument on the space Mk, then we can find there are at
least dim(Mk) eigenvalues decaying at least as ε2k in the subspace Mk. Since
that

∑m
k=1 dim(Mk) = N , thus there are exact dim(Mk) eigenvalues decay

like ε2k when ε → 0.
If every P k is full rank, then rank(P k) = dim(πk−1(R

d)) =
(

k−1+d
d

)

, and

dim(Mk) = dim(πk(R
d))− dim(πk−1(R

d)) =
(k + d− 1)!

k!(d− 1)!
.

Theorem 8 gives a spectral distribution for separable kernels in R
d. It

demonstrates that for separable kernels like the Gaussian, the number of
eigenvalues of different magnitude is independent of the interpolation data
sites. While Theorem 9 can be applied to more general infinitely smooth ker-
nel functions with flat limit, but the results seems depends on the geometric
property of the interpolation data points. The geometric property is not easy
to identify. The results are consistent on the number of eigenvalues of different
orders under approximate assumption.

4 Discussion

It is noted that there are several significant results on the conditioning issue
of kernel matrices related to radial basis function interpolation matrices. As
mentioned they mainly focus on the smallest eigenvalue and the condition
number. While here we give a simple method to estimate every eigenvalue,
or the distribution of the eigenvalues. (Such results is useful for analysing the
Picard condtion which is used for ill-posed problems [45]).
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4.1 Comparison with Other Results

The noteworthy results on the lower bounds on the smallest eigenvalues in-
clude [1,3,21,23,33][34]. The technique they used to prove these results can
be summarized as using Fourier transform techniques to estimate a quadratic
form in a subspace. There is also one paper which discusses the upper bound
of the smallest eigenvalues of the kernel matrices [2], in which the authors
construct a special vector and then use the vector to estimated the inverse
norm of the interpolation matrix via some sophisticated results on divided dif-
ference formula. Here we use quite a different way to prove the upper bound
of every eigenvalues of the continuous operator. This technique is based on the
Weyl-Courant minimax principle via approximating an infinitely dimensional
square integral operator by finite Fourier series. After finding the connections
between the integral equations and the interpolation problems, the main re-
sults can be readily obtained. This method can be used in high dimensional
spaces using multivariate Fourier approximation.

We mention that the the results of Theorem 5 are consistent with previous
results. It is likely to get a more accurate estimate on the smallest eigenvalues
of the kernel matrix. For example for compactly supported Wendland functions
φd,k ∈ C2k, the lower bound of the smallest eigenvalues λmin ≥ Cq2k+1 [41,
p.214] for some constant C, where the q is the so-called separation distance. For
equal space sampling in the interval [−1, 1] with the sampling points arranged
as −1 = x0 < x1 < · · · < xn = 1, q = 1

2 mini=j |xi − xj | =
1
n , then λmin ≥

Cn−2k−1 . The proof of Theorem 5 shows that λmin = λn ≤ n−2k(kπ)−1.
Therefore Cn−2k−1 ≤ λmin ≤ (kπ)−1n−2k.

4.2 Connection with QR-RBF

As seen, especially in Theorem 3, the eigenvalues of (analytic) kernels have
a close relationship with the coefficients of the orthogonal expansions of the
kernel functions (especially Theorem 3). And the eigenvalues of analytic ker-
nels are of the same order as the Chebyshev coefficients in the Chebyshev
truncations. The recent QR-RBF method aiming for computing Gaussian ra-
dial basis function with flat limit is also based on orthogonal expansions [10] .
There is one scaling diagonal matrix in the QR-RBF method, and the diago-
nal elements of the scaling matrix is the (partial) coefficients of the orthogonal
expansion. However the author didn’t give a definite answer on how to choose
the scaling matrices. Theorem 8 and Theorem 9 imply that the scaling matrix

in the QR-RBF methods should be exactly
(

k+d−1
d−1

)

= (k+d−1)!
k!(d−1)! entries in the

form ε2k. The spectral distribution can supply information on how to choice
a right diagonal scaling matrix in the QR-RBFs methods, can also be used to
investigate the smoothing effects of kernel matrices [45] ans close related to
several other computing issues which go beyond discussion in this paper.
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5 Conclusion

By connecting the interpolation problem to linear integral equation and with
the help of Weyl-Courant minimum principle and classical results on Cheby-
shev and Fourier expansions, we have proved results on the precise distribution
of eigenvalues of kernel matrices arsing in radial basis function interpolation,
in particular identifying the number of small eigenvalues of different orders.

Appendix

Hints of proof of theorem 3

Consider

λu(x) =

∫ π

−π

K(x− y)u(y)dy (25)

where K(x) is integrable and periodic of 2π. Let

K(x) ∼
∞
∑

−∞

K̂ne
inx, where K̂n =

1

2π

∫ π

−π

K(x)e−inxdx,

u(x) ∼
∞
∑

−∞

ûne
inx, where ûn =

1

2π

∫ π

−π

u(x)e−inxdx.

Multiply e−inx on both side of equation (25), we have

λûn =
1

2π

∫ π

−π

u(x)e−inxdx =
1

2π

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

K(x− y)e−in(x−y)e−inyu(y)dydx

= 2πK̂nûn.
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